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As I write this, June 13, numerous media
outlets are reporting that businesses in Baltimore’s historic Fells Point neighborhood are
fed up with unchecked criminal activity.
With an abundance of history and no
short supply of restaurants, bars and hotels,
the Fells Point on-premise industry has drawn
patrons from Baltimore City, the surrounding
suburbs and from around the country. A once
festive bustling nightlife is in danger of transforming into a scene from John Carpenter's
Escape from New York. The recent buzz can
be attributed to one particularly deadly night
where three people were shot in two separate
incidents.
What?
The recent and rapid deterioration of
the neighborhood has prompted 37 restaurants and small businesses to send a letter
to the mayor’s office stating that they would
stop paying local taxes and other fees until
“basic and essential municipal services are
restored.” The letter was addressed to
Baltimore Mayor Brandon Scott, Baltimore
State’s Attorney Marilyn Mosby, City Council
President Nick Mosby, City Councilman Zeke
Cohen, and Police Commissioner Harrison.
The letter states (in part), “prostitution,
public urination and defecation, and the
illegal sale and consumption of alcohol and
illicit drugs on the streets ... have become
routine.”
The letter continues, “But, as this past
weekend proved, a culture of lawlessness
rarely remains confined to petty offenses and
invariably leads to the kinds of violence and
tragedy we witnessed late Saturday night”,
referring to the shooting of three people over
the previous weekend.
The letter summizes that the minor crimes
police and prosecutors “ignore” is what leads
to a build up in incidents like the weekend
shooting.
Who?
Among the 37 business owners that
signed the letter is Eric Mathias, operator of The Horse You Came In On Saloon.
In a sharp criticism of Baltimore City officials, Mathias noted that the laws only

Over 80 Years of Continuous Publication

seem to apply to business owners and
taxpayers in a recent Facebook post.
“We have people, illegally and openly
selling booze [and] drugs and assaulting
residents and visitors (for years now) in basically a public park,” he wrote, noting that city
officials and police “sit back and not do a
[expletive] thing."
Mathias also stated that the city’s “rules
only apply to people they can squeeze and
shake down for dollars.”
Why?
Baltimore was one of the early adopters
of defunding the police by eliminating $22
million from the police budget. In March
of this year, Baltimore City State’s Attorney
Marilyn Mosby announced her office would
no longer prosecute low-level drug and sex
crimes.
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How?
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The businesses will withhold the payments until the city meets four demands: 1)
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illegal open-air alcohol and drug sales; and 4)
Empower police to responsibly do their job.
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“Frankly, it’s pathetic that we have to ask
for these basics,” the letter read. “But this is
where we are.”
Maybe more victims of poor governance
– both individuals and businesses – could
follow Fells Point’s lead and defund the
defunders.
It will be interesting to watch how Baltimore City's officials respond to these business owners. n
STEPHEN PATTEN
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1. TIA MARIA MATCHA

Tia Maria has launched Tia Maria Matcha,
created with Japanese green matcha tea
extract that provides a natural caffeine and
floral twist on the creamy liqueur. Reinforced
with the hashtag #takeyourmatchatime, Tia
Maria Matcha proposes a new ritual by mixing
sugar and matcha powder in a dish and
rimming the glass of their Tia Maria Matcha
glass to serve. At 34 proof, it is lower in alcohol
than traditional Tia Maria.

SRP: $24.99 per 750ml bottle
tiamaria.com/tia-maria-matcha

4. TROPICAL BREW FREE! OR DIE IPA

The 21st Amendment Brewery takes an island
vacation with their latest year-round release
Tropical Brew Free! or Die IPA (6.8% ABV).
This "summery" companion of their West
Coast Brew Free! or Die IPA and Blood Orange
Brew Free! or Die IPA is brewed with a recipe
that includes kettle hops and a blend of Idaho
7, El Dorado, Azacca, Mosaic, Amarillo, and
Calypso dry hops. Tropical Brew Free! or Die
IPA will be available in 21st Amendment's IPA
Variety HopPack in the 33 states where 21st
Amendment distributes.

SRP: $9.99 per 6-pack
21st-Amendment.com
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2. ANJOS VINHO VERDE CAN

Portuguese wine producer Quinta de Lixa
has taken their Anjos Vinho Verde white
wine and put it in a ready-to-drink 250ml
size can, using the same blend in their
bottled versions. It's the only Portuguese
wine in a can that carries the "Regional
Minho" seal of origin. The wine is produced
from grapes traditionally used in the Vinho
Verde demarcated region, especially the
Sousa sub-region.

SRP: $13.99 for a 4-pack
quintadalixa.pt

5. LINE 39 SPRITZERS

Line 39 Spritzers are 100 calories with 5%
ABV, no added sugar and three ingredients:
sparkling water, natural flavor, and the same
Line 39 Wine found in the 750ml bottle.
Line 39 Spritzers come in 250ml resealable
aluminum bottles. The varietal-based options
paired with fruit flavors to enhance the wine
grape characteristics–Sauvignon Blanc
brightened with a dash of lemon, Pinot Noir
with a hint of black cherry, rosé accompanied
by a touch of strawberry.

SRP: $13 for a 4-pack
line39wines.com
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3. LICOR 43 HORCHATA

With flavors of tiger nut, spice, and citrus,
Licor 43 Horchata vegan cream liqueur has
landed, marking the first brand extension
here from Licor 43. Licor 43 Horchata is a
fusion of Licor 43 Original and traditional
horchata (the drink from Valencia, Spain,
typically made by blending tiger nut, sugar,
cinnamon, and citrus). At 16% ABV, Licor
43 Horchata is crafted from a 100 percent
vegetable base: dairy-free, gluten-free, and
nut-free (tiger nuts are not nuts but roots).

SRP: $27.99 per 750ml bottle
licor43.com/licor-43-horchata

6. TAYLOR FLADGATE CHIP DRY
WHITE PORT & TONIC

Taylor Fladgate Port first blended Chip Dry
White Port in 1934, the first port house to
produce a dry white aperitif port. Now the
port house is releasing the first ready-todrink White Port & Tonic cocktail, presented
in 250ml cans at 5.5% ABV. This first premixed and ready-to-drink Taylor Fladgate
Chip Dry White Port & Tonic canned
cocktail is 100 percent recyclable and
arrives in markets this summer.

SRP: $17.99 for a 4-pack
www.taylor.pt
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7. SMIRNOFF PINK LEMONADE

Smirnoff has rolled out its Pink Lemonade
line-up for the summer. The brand’s newest
flavor offering is available in a trio of options:
as a Smirnoff Ice premium flavored malt
beverage, a flavored vodka, and a hard seltzer.
With a flavor profile of lemon, strawberry, and
raspberry, Smirnoff Pink Lemonade vodka is
said to be best enjoyed as a chilled shot or
with club soda, and the seltzer and Smirnoff
Ice best chilled. The Pink Lemonade vodka is
30% ABV, Smirnoff Ice 4.5% ABV, hard seltzer
4.5% ABV

SRP: $11.99/750 ml, $17.99/1.75 L;
Ice and hard seltzer, $8.99 per 6-pack
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8. YERBIGA BELA RAKIJA

Serbian rakija producer Yerbiga is importing
a younger version of its rakija, called Bela,
a Kosher, handcrafted šljivovica (or plum
rakia) produced on a farm from čačanska
rodna plums found on the mountain Goč
in Central Serbia. Yebiga arrived stateside
a year ago with its 18-month-aged, limited
release Prva, an 18-month-minimum aged
rakija. Now, the brand’s latest release is the
company’s youngest expression; lighter, free
of color and finished in stainless steel with
an ABV of 40%.

SRP: $29.99 per 750ml bottle
yebiga.com
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9. RON COLÓN RUMRYE

Ron Colón Salvadoreño has rolled out a new
addition to their spirit portfolio—Ron Colón
RumRye, made from a 50/50 mix of rum
and rye whiskey, showcasing both spirits
and creating a new category. The blend is
made up of 50% Ron Colón Salvadoreño
Dark Aged Rum and 50% 2017 American
Straight Rye Whiskey. The rum is six‐year‐old
Salvadoran rum from Licorera Cihuatán,
with aged and unaged pot‐distilled rums
from Jamaican distilleries including Worthy
Park Estate, Monymusk and Hampden. The
whiskey in RumRye is a 4-year old straight
rye. Bottled at 100 Proof.

SRP: $49.99
roncolonsalvadoreno.com

smirnoff.com

10. DULCE VIDA TEQUILA
AND SODA RTDS

Texas-based tequila brand Dulce Vida released
Tequila & Soda, a ready-to-drink beverage
made with tequila Dulce Vida. Low-cal and
low-carb, Tequila & Soda joins Dulce Vida’s
existing range of 100% blue agave tequilas,
and is available in Lime, Grapefruit, and
Pineapple. Tequila & Soda is 7% ABV, contains
65 calories, fewer than 2 carbs, and is made
using a blend of tequila, fruit juices and soda.

SRP: $19
invivoxsjp.com
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11. SONJA SANGRIA

Sonja is a new line of premium quality
Sangria, developed with the help
of American television personality,
businesswoman, socialite, and
philanthropist, Sonja Morgan. With a classic
Valencian recipe produced in Italy, the red is
made with Lambrusco Salamino grapes and
natural fruit flavors and is frizzante, at 12%
ABV. The white Valencian recipe employs
Grechetto Gentile grapes and natural fruit
flavors, is frizzante and 12% ABV

SRP: $12.99
iconicbrandsusa.com/sonja-sangria

12. BELVEDERE ORGANIC INFUSIONS

Super-premium vodka Belvedere has
introduced a line of 100% organic flavored
vodkas, Belvedere Organic Infusions. The
range includes three 40% ABV expressions
- Lemon & Basil with a touch of elderflower,
Pear & Ginger with linden honey, and
Blackberry & Lemongrass with a hint of sage.
All are made with 100% organic fruits and
botanicals. Said to be the first USDA certified
organic super-premium vodkas, Belvedere’s
is distilled from Polish rye.

SRP: $14.99 per 200ml; $35.99 per 750ml bottle
belvederevodka.com

www.BeverageJournalInc.com

WHISKEY:
WHAT‘S NEW

NEW DRESSING FOR
THE TURKEY

For the second time in six years,
Kentucky-made Wild Turkey
whiskeys are getting a new look.
The new bottle design for both
Wild Turkey 101 Bourbon and
Wild Turkey 101 Rye features
an embossed Wild Turkey in
place of the original printed
label as well as a new minimally
designed label with updated
vibrant color.

DYLAN MEETS REDBREAST

Heaven’s Door, Bob Dylan’s collection of American whiskeys, and
Redbreast Single Pot Still Irish Whiskey released a limited-edition 10year old bourbon finished in Redbreast casks. This first collaboration for
both brands was created by master blenders Ryan Perry of Heaven’s
Door and Billy Leighton of Redbreast, and has been named “The
Master Blenders’ Edition.” It features Heaven’s Door 10-year old straight
bourbon finished in Redbreast’s formerly Spanish sherry casks for 15
months, extracting flavor from single pot Irish whiskey. 100 proof, SRP
$99.99 per 750ml bottle.

BONDED BY DICKEL
BY THE OLD MILL STREAM

The Covered Bridges Whiskey Company is
offering Ruddell’s Mill Kentucky Straight
Bourbon, the first of the company’s planned
releases. Named for the Kentucky pioneer and
grist mill founder Isaac Ruddell, Ruddell’s Mill
Kentucky Straight Bourbon is derived from a high
corn mash bill rounded out with rye and barley
and is meant to replicate a mash bill common
in Ruddell’s time. The small batch bourbon
bears individually numbered bottles and a batch
number on each label, is non-chill filtered and
bottled at 92.2 proof, SRP $59.

Tennessee whiskey maker
George Dickel released the
latest vintage of their Bottled
in Bond whiskey series, Spring
2007, available as a limited-time
offering. This bottling is the
first of the series from a spring
distilling season, and follows
the releases of the brand’s Fall
2005 and Fall 2008 whiskies.
George Dickel Bottled in Bond is
a 13-year-old whiskey bottled at
100 proof, and it’s rolling out in
select markets nationwide. SRP
$44.99.

WELL, WELL, WELLER

Buffalo Trace Distillery has once
again put into limited release both
W.L. Weller Full Proof and “Craft
Your Perfect Bourbon” (C.Y.P.B.).
The Weller Full Proof Bourbon
was introduced in 2019 and for
the whiskey, Buffalo Trace filled its
wheated bourbon in barrels at 114
proof. Non-chill filtered, SRP $49.99.
C.Y.P.B. is the result of the interactive
“Craft Your Perfect Bourbon,” where
bourbon drinkers were asked to
choose their ideal bourbon―the
result being a wheated recipe
bourbon aged for eight years and
bottled at 115 proof, SRP $49.99.
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DINGLE DANGLES NEW WHISKEY

Ireland’s Dingle Distillery launched its
first core whiskey expression, Dingle
Single Malt, due in the U.S. later this year.
About 50,000 bottles of the triple distilled,
non-chill filtered Dingle Single Malt
have been produced and the distillery
expects to produce 100,000 bottles of
Dingle Single Malt and half a million
bottles across the distillery’s portfolio by
2023. The malt was matured in PX sherry
(61%) and bourbon (39%) first fill casks
comprising predominantly six to sevenyear-old spirit, bottled at 92.6 proof.

www.BeverageJournalInc.com
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OFFER YOUR CUSTOMERS THE CLASSIC
ITALIAN APERITIF IN A CONVENIENT TRIAL SIZE

375ML

is one of the fastest
growing sizes in
super premium
Cordials1

Aperol

OUTPACES
Cordial category
growth by
vol. & val.2

Aperol Spritz
is a World’s

TOP-10
best-selling
cocktail3

CONTACT YOUR CAMPARI AMERICA SALES REPRESENTATIVE TODAY.

Source: 1 5Y Vol/Val CAGR Nielsen w/e 5.1.21, 2 Nielsen L13 w/e 3.27.21, 3 Drinks International 2021
Aperol® Liqueur. 11% alc./vol. (22 Proof). ©2021 Campari America, New York, New York. Please enjoy responsibly.

PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF CRATER LAKE SPIRITS / FRANKLY ORGANIC VODKA / AMERICAN LIQUOR COMPANY / ROOTSTOCK SPIRITS / DIRTY DEVIL VODKA COURTESY TRINITY BEVERAGE GROUP

VODKA'S NEUTRAL
DAYS ARE OVER
The sluggish category sees new energy from innovative technologies
and a craft-driven push towards terroir-expression, new ingredients,
and an emphasis on flavor
BY BRAD JAPHE

V

ODKA REMAINS FAR AND AWAY THE MOST CONSUMED
C AT E G O R Y O F S P I R I T I N T H E U N I T E D S TAT E S .
But although it accounts for one-third of all spirits sales
(according to Nielsen)—with whiskey a distant second at 25
percent—vodka has been on a slow and steady decline for over
a decade, according to data from IWSR Drinks Market Analysis. And it
rarely enjoys the top-shelf placement of, say, craft gin or Japanese whisky.
Yet there are new signs of life in the
category. Growth—and excitement—in
the vodka space today are being fueled by
craft-minded distilleries who are flipping
the script on vodka. And their numbers are
growing: In 2010 there were less than 400
craft vodka brands on American shelves; a
decade later, there are over 1,500.
Rather than striving for the long-held
holy grail of “smooth and neutral,” these
producers are focusing on more pronounced flavors coming from the quality
raw ingredients and water sources they are
using. Fewer distillations, less filtering,
novel new technologies, and an emphasis
on provenance are driving the vodka con-

OPPOSITE: Crater Lake Spirits in Bend, Oregon credits their
water source as the major flavor contributor // Frankly
Organic lists all ingredients on the front label for full
transparency // American Liquor Company creates a four
grain vodka. // Rootstock apples on tree.

versation today (even the TTB removed
the “flavorless, odorless, colorless” words
from vodka’s definition in 2020) as producers—both small and large—aim to appeal to a new generation of drinkers.

“As drinkers are appreciating and
paying more attention to what’s in their
glass, a space has been created for examining and appreciating the flavor of vodka,” observes Nicole Salicetti, bartender
at Llama San in New York City. “I know it
still sounds crazy to say flavor and vodka
together, but [the category has to undo]
years of their own marketing.” It’s no longer the bland and boring “chicken” of the
spirits world, Salicetti says.

Water and Ingredient Purity Takes
Center Stage
“Vodka is profoundly impacted by the
character and quality of the water used,”
explains Alan Dietrich, CEO of Crater Lake
Spirits in Bend, Oregon. “Mineral content,
pH, hardness, all have a huge influence.”
Although H2O accounts for a majority
of the liquid in any 80-proof vodka, it has
long been overlooked by producers who
focused instead on filtration techniques
or quantity of distillation runs. In other
words, they were more concerned with
what they were taking out of the spirit
rather than what they were putting in.
Dietrech is turning that notion on his head.
Water sourcing is a key part of how vodka
expresses its terroir, he believes. “The
uniqueness of the water in Central Oregon

is probably a far greater contributor to the
superior quality of Crater Lake Vodka [than
any element of production],” he adds.
In Quebec, Canada, St. Lucifer Spirits is
turning to technology to upgrade its water
game. To craft its Dirty Devil Vodka, the
distillery first purifies spring water through
reverse osmosis, then hyper-oxygenates
the liquid through a patented process
which adds five times the amount of oxygen
or ordinary water. The resulting product is
an enlivened vodka that showcases its corn
base while tempering any ethanol burn.
Even large brands are increasingly
focusing on water source as a primary
quality driver. Austin, Texas-based Deep
Eddy credits the taste and texture of its
vodka to the deep water aquifer from
which they obtain their spring water,
which offers greater purity than a surface
source, the founders believe (the brand is
even named for the deepest spring-fed
swimming hole in Austin).
The focus on ingredient integrity
and transparency which has transformed
many other beverage alcohol categories
will be an important growth area for
vodka as well, believe many experts and
producers alike. Husband-and-wife team
Philip and Kristen Risk launched Austinbased Frankly Organic Vodka with organic
fruits, roots, and botanicals—all of which
are listed on the front of the bottle in bold
font. The subtly sweet flavor profile is
entirely natural, they explain, a result of
the corn base—sourced exclusively from
small, sustainably-minded farmers—
as Frankly eschews any refined sugars
or artificial flavors that other lesstransparent spirits brands may contain.

Building Flavor Vodka Through
Chemistry
At Buffalo Trace, master distiller Harlen
Wheatley is the man behind some of the
most sought-after whiskeys on the planet.
In fact, many Pappy Van Winkle fanatics
would be shocked to learn that any vodka
on shelves could possibly share a DNA
with their vaunted bourbon. But for over a
decade now, he’s been bottling CLIX, made
from a base of red winter wheat, plump
rye, yellow dent corn, and malted barley.
Its slow path to the glass harnesses advanced chromatography to elevate nose
and palate on a liquid that’s distilled exactly 159 times.
“In 2007 we installed a MicroStill
system that allowed us to focus on the
details,” explains Wheatley. “For the
first batch, it took us about 4 months to
complete and make about 250 gallons of

ABOVE: Fruit brandy specialist St. George emphasizes the
flavors of its vodka's fruit base // SKYY is reformulating
its vodka to include a hint of salinity, imparted from
Pacific minerals including those from the San Francisco
Bay Area // Black Cow is made by distilling grass-fed
cow's milk // Buffalo Traces uses a microstill to craft their
$300 per bottle Clix vodka.

vodka through multiple grain recipes and
distillations.”
At $300 a bottle, CLIX has become as
coveted as Pappy, Wheatley shares.
“Convincing our Buffalo Trace drinkers
is the easy part,” he adds. “Our fans do know
our reputation as a spirit producer, and we
want our consumers to have confidence
that we apply that same passion for making
bourbons and whiskeys to our vodkas.”
Large, established producers are embracing new techniques to add flavor as
well. SKYY is reformulating its vodka to
include a hint of salinity, imparted from
minerals sourced directly from the San
Francisco Bay Area. The resulting vodka
is then filtered through California limestone, which also amps up the saline note.
When it comes to applied science,
though, the sky’s the limit for The Air
Company. The tech brand is using a proprietary distillation system to turn ambient carbon dioxide into pure ethanol. Even
more mind-blowing: it tastes great—summoning faint edges of lemon around cereal grain.

Going Against The Grain
In the U.S., the top selling vodka brands—
including Tito’s and Smirnoff—are typically distilled from corn. Higher-end
labels like Grey Goose and Ketel One are
made from wheat. But there are some surprising tonalities to be mined from unconventional ingredients.
From England’s West Dorset coast,
Black Cow is made by Jason Barber and
Paul Archard, whose family has been dairy
farmers for four generations. They distill
the milk of grass-fed cows; the resulting

PHOTOGRAPH BY JASON TINACCI FOR ST. GEORGE / COURTESY OF FRANKLY ORGANIC VODKA / PHOTOGRAPH BY JARED RANAHAN FOR BLACK COW / CLIX COURTESY OF BUFFALO TRACE

CATEGORY FOCUS

vodka shows light cream and fresh cracked
pepper flavors, and a rich, creamy texture.
“To make our vodkas, we distill fresh
produce and fruit on our copper stills
using the same artisanal methods we rely
on to make our flagship brandies and fruit
liqueurs,” says Lance Winters of St. George
Spirits, alluding to the pear and apple
that’s part of production. “Combining
these distillates with a non-GMO base
spirit results in unique liquids that stand
proudly among the rest of our portfolio.”
It’s no surprise that other established
fruit brandy distillers entering the vodka space are looking to craft flavorforward spirits that accentuate the
character of the ingredients grown in
their orchards. Rootstock Spirits, created by the DeFisher family, fifth-generation fruit farmers in upstate New
York, added Tree Vodka to their lineup of pear, apple, and plum brandies.
Head distiller Collin McConville uses
calvados production techniques in order
to highlight the fresh, slightly sweet apple
flavors and aromatics of the two dozen
apple varieties they cultivate. While not
a flavored vodka, the apple undertones of
Tree are unmistakable.
For the famed Japanese whisky
producer, Suntory, the magic behind
its Haku Vodka is in the mold. “Koji is
cooked rice that has been inoculated
with a fermentation culture,” explains
Gardner Dunn, senior ambassador for the

brand, which launched its clear spirit in
winter of 2018. “This is used to form a
mash which is then distilled in pot stills
to create a rice spirit. It’s then distilled
a second time, some in a pot still and
some in a column still. Those liquids
are then blended and filtered through
bamboo charcoal in a process unique
to [our distillery].”
The goal for these producers is
to craft a vodka that expresses the
character and flavor of the raw materials. “That can be a challenge when
producing spirits over 190 proof off
the still,” admits Ryan Lang, owner and
distiller of Middle West Spirits in Columbus, Ohio. “But we found a certain
strain of red winter wheat that provides
a soft vanilla tone to the product even
at 191.5 proof off the still. The process
of heads and tails cuts is performed
by sensory analysis to keep the best of
that material so that when finishing
an 80 proof bottle, minimal filtration
is needed.”

Building Texture,
Beyond Smoothness
Of all the ways in which a vodka can
accrue craft bonafides, texture isn’t the
most obvious. Yet it’s a key consideration
amongst a new generation of distillers
vying for relevance in the space. Barry
Young has wielded that baton to expert
effect. A nip of his Boyd & Blair Potato

ABOVE: The famed Japanese whisky producer Suntory uses
koji as the base of its Haku Vodka // Chopin uses extrayoung potatoes for the Family Reserve expression // LEFT:
Chris Montana, founder, American Liquor Company

Vodka is not unlike sipping on silk. “The
mouthfeel and natural viscosity that Boyd
& Blair has comes directly from the starch
of the potato coupled with the impact
of champagne yeast,” according to the
distiller. “The goal was always to be the unvodka of vodkas. In fact, I do everything I
can to give the spirit more flavor.”
Even larger producers are emphasizing
texture qualities beyond simply “smooth.”
Chopin Family Reserve relies on extra rare
young potatoes from Poland to deliver a
earthiness as well as creamy mouthfeel,
and New Amsterdam, the gin producer
that turned to vodka in 2011, cites its 95
percent corn base for its vodka’s rich,
mouth-coating texture—as well as for
its hallmark flavors of lemon-zest and
frosting.
To build a vodka with great textural and flavor complexity, Chris
Montana, founder of American Liquor
Co. (the country’s first Black-owned
microdistillery) in the Midwest, combines four different base ingredients.
The “four-crop” blend marries together locally-grown Midwest winter
wheat, light rye, Rio Grande potato, and
white corn vodkas to yield what Montana
describes as a “definitely not neutral” vodka. The wheat adds berry notes and the
rye contributes a peppery kick, while the
corn adds sweetness and buttery aromatics and the potato brings rounded, creamy
texture and mouthfeel.
Unshackled by regulation, armed with
innovation, craft vodka producers are
winning over skeptics; making it clear that
you can’t afford to remain neutral when it
comes to this rapidly evolving category. ■
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THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO
ECOMMERCE DELIVERY AND
SHIPPING FOR WINE AND SPIRITS
RETAILERS
A PRIMER ON WHAT SMALL AND MEDIUM-SIZED OPERATORS NEED TO
KNOW ABOUT THE FAST-CHANGING LAWS AROUND TAXES, SHIPPING,
AND TECHNOLOGY—AND HOW TO CAPTURE SOME OF THAT BUSINESS

P

ick up any industry publication over the last
year and you’re almost certain to read a story
about the growth of online beverage alcohol
sales during the pandemic. Some of the figures
are mind boggling: Drizly reported increases of

350 percent year-on-year, Wine.com ended their fiscal year
up 115 percent, and IWSR reports an 80 percent increase in
the value of ecommerce alcohol sales overall.

This news makes it clear that customers are ready and willing to
purchase wine and other alcoholic beverages online. Less clear is
what retailers can do to meet this demand and get a piece of the
action—while following federal, state, and local regulations.

Understanding Ecommerce
It’s old news that each of the 50 states and the District of Columbia has its own distinct set of post-Prohibition policies aimed at
efficiently collecting taxes, minimizing the sale of alcohol to mi-
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nors, promoting temperance, and keeping organized crime out of the distribution system. What's new is the impact of
ecommerce—and the feeling that these
wild growth numbers could indicate longstanding regulations may be loosening up,
tilting the system in favor of consumer
access, convenience, and value.
Those regulations depend on what’s
being sold—and who is selling it. While
domestic wineries have seen tremendous
growth in their ability to sell to consumers across the country, distilleries and
breweries are more heavily restricted. The
efforts of producers seeking to reach new
markets during the pandemic has led to
new legislation—for example, Kentucky
now allows wineries, breweries, and distilleries to ship to consumers in-state.
However, at the retail level, regulations
on interstate ecommerce remain highly restrictive—for all alcoholic beverage products. Although terms like “delivery,” “ecommerce” and “direct-to-consumer (DTC)”
shipping are often used interchangeably,
retailers looking to capture some of this
sales growth need clarity on these terms—
and what investment and costs are required. Top-line sales growth is great, but
only if it eventually increases profitability.
Marc Goodfriend, CEO of Boxcheck, a
technology software company specializing
in compliance, shipping, and customer
experience solutions, notes, “When you
shift to selling online, the complexities
increase exponentially. You have to worry
about things like remote age certification,

“When you shift to
selling online, you have
to worry about remote
age certification, state
and local laws you may
not be familiar with,
complex carrier rules,
clunky tax filings—there
is a lot of hassle involved
to sell wine online.”
– Marc Goodfriend, Boxcheck

state and local laws you may not be familiar with, complex carrier rules, clunky tax
filings—there is a lot of hassle involved to
sell wine online.” Much depends on your
state and where your potential customers
are. The further from your shopfront, the
greater the operational complexity, as all
the elements of what Goodfriend calls the
“holy trinity ‘data’ of tax, compliance, and
shipping logistics” come into play.

Local On-Demand Delivery
Last year, shops with little or no online
presence needed to set up a web store
and sort out an on-demand delivery/pick
up program, in some cases literally overnight. Companies like Drizly helped many
shops gain an online presence, growing
their retail partners from 1,800 in March
2020 to over 4,000 by year's end.

This is a big deal: The ability to create
an online presence helps many businesses
serve existing customers and reach new
ones. Many states, like Georgia, Arkansas,
and Ohio, which previously allowed no
forms of delivery service, legalized it, giving shops in these states the opportunity
to build a program either in partnership
with a delivery app, or on their own.
However, this sort of on-demand delivery model isn’t as disruptive as the
growth numbers might indicate. Customers remain local and bottles are simply exchanged at the curb, porch, or in a building lobby, rather than across the counter.
Operational complexity does increase
though: Retailers still need to comply with
local delivery restrictions and ensure that
receiving customers are over 21 whether
delivery is completed by in-store staff or
a third party. Also, picking, packing, and
facilitating online orders adds additional
cost—so it’s important to monitor profitability, not just sales growth.
Sales tax collection for these
local sales remains straightforward…
until recently. A wave of marketplace
facilitator laws have added complexity
for shops working with on-demand
delivery platforms. Jeff Carroll, general
manager for beverage alcohol for tax
compliance company Avalara, explains
that laws are beginning to transfer
collecting and remitting sales tax from
the retailer to the service provider. He
suggests that retailers working with
these companies ask lots of questions to

“How does the money
flow? Is it transparent
who the seller is? How
is age verification being
handled?”

ling, and an adult signature requirement
at delivery. In some cases, these contracts
may specify that only wine or grape-based
products may be shipped, so retailers will
need to clarify what is allowed within
their state. Policies will also need to be in
place to account for potential fraudulent
purchases, damaged shipments, and undeliverable packages.
Setting up a UPS or FedEx wine shipping account, is relatively easy, but logistics and costs associated with these
services, such as pick up fees, packing materials, and additional staff require retailers to look closely at margins, especially if
a offering free or low-cost shipping.

Josh Jacobs, cofounder and CEO of
Speakeasy Co., a platform focused on craft
beverage alcohol brands, says, “As with
any ecommerce platform, tapping into the
Speakeasy network increases sales, and since
Speakeasy owns virtually all components
beyond fulfillment, partners can scale leanly
without building out large teams to support
marketing, customer service, and technology.”
Retailers that already have robust fulfilment capabilities should explore partnering with these platforms to generate
incremental sales and leverage their logistical expertise. They should also consider
if their buying philosophy aligns with that
of their potential partner. For example,
ReserveBar is focused on promoting established brands distributed by large, national wholesalers while Speakeasy’s mission is to support emerging brands that
struggle to find representation.
While the marketplace or white label
partner provides the technology platform,
Avalara’s Carroll recommends questions
including, “How does the money flow? Is it
transparent who the seller is? How is age
verification being handled?”

White Label Storefronts &
Marketplaces
Relatively new to the scene, white label
storefronts offered by companies such as
Barcart, Speakeasy, and Passion Spirits
are set up to give the impression that customers are purchasing a directly from the
producer’s branded web site. Emerging
platforms like these have much in common with ecommerce marketplaces such
as Vivino and ReserveBar that act as onestop shops for multiple brands.
While giving the appearance of a
DTC transaction, they are all threetier compliant, with the actual sale
completed and fulfilled by a retailer
who purchases the product from an
in-state distributor. In that sense, they
are similar to on-demand delivery
platforms, but often with an emphasis
on premium service over speed.

Interstate Retailer Direct Shipping
All of the platforms discussed above involve products sold within a single state’s
three-tier system, since orders are typically fulfilled by retailers within the
state. In most states, available products
represent only a fraction of the long-tail
of thousands of domestic and imported
wines and spirits sold by small importers
to regional or single-state distributors.
If the larger scale, well-marketed
brands handled by the largest players in
the distribution system represent the interstate roads of the alcoholic beverage
world, then these smaller networks are
more like the blue highways. Retailers who
specialize in this segment are well-suited
to reach customers in other states who
want access to products they can’t find
locally—and are willing to pay the oftensubstantial shipping costs.

– Jeff Carroll, Alavara

understand how this is being handled as
they may need to adjust their own sales
tax reporting processes.

Intrastate Shipping
Moving beyond the neighborhood delivery zone, many states allow retailers to
use common carriers such as UPS and
FedEx to reach customers within state
lines. Where allowed, intrastate shipping
presents an opportunity for smaller specialty retailers to introduce their shop
and selection to a larger audience without
wading into the full thicket of compliance
and taxation complexities required to ship
across state lines.
That said, retailers still need to be
aware of compliance issues within their
own state borders. Some states, such as
Florida, Alabama, and Kentucky, have
counties where shipping is prohibited.
Common carriers will require retailers to
sign an alcohol-specific shipping contract
that mandates special packaging, label-
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However, the ability to conduct this
sort of cross-state commerce is currently
highly restricted. The 2005 Granholm v.
Heald Supreme Court ruling that laid out
non-discrimination principles paving the
way for channel growth has been applied
to producers, not retailers. Currently only
15 states and the District of Columbia that
allow out-of-state retailer shipping and
only a handful of those allow spirits.
Managing even that limited number
of states requires a level of commitment
to Marc Goodman’s “holy trinity” of
logistics, tax collection, and compliance
well beyond the requirements of the
previously discussed options. Even if
a retailer has a contract set up with a
common carrier for in-state shipping,
additional costs and processes such
as permit fees, sales, and excise tax
collection for multiple jurisdictions and
various compliance considerations will
now come into play.
“The good news is there are software
solutions that can be plugged into your
ecommerce platform to provide automated
sales tax calculation and collection,”
explains Larry Cormier, general manager
at Sovos ShipCompliant, one of the leading
compliance software providers. “Many of
those platforms also include the capability
to perform real-time compliance checks.
At the time of the order, the software will
confirm that the retailer is licensed in the
destination state and in compliance with
all state regulations regarding things such
as household volume limits.”

“The good news is there
are software solutions
that can be plugged into
your ecommerce platform
to provide automated
sales tax calculation and
collection.”
– Larry Cormier, Sovos

The not-so-good news is that the
costs involved with the required permits
and the compliance services may be
forbidding to many of the smaller
specialty shops trying to reach a handful
of customers across the country. In some
cases, though, small-scale affords a form
of special dispensation. For example
an out-of-state retailer doing less than
$100,000 worth of annual sales in some
states may not be required to collect and
remit sales tax. But as Avalara’s Carroll
notes, “You’re putting the burden on the
consumer. That’s the thing that’s often
misunderstood—that tax is always due,”
and in many cases, there are still filing
requirements that seem quirky at best
and purposely complicated at worst.
“Research is key when a retailer is in
the DTC discovery phase. When choosing states to ship to, they should consider
consumption rate, permitting costs and
the amount of licensing paperwork re-

quired,” explains Cormier. Retailers should
reach out to services such as Sovos ShipCompliant, Boxcheck, and Avalara to understand the associated costs and options
of building a program focused on their
chosen states.
Legal challenges, legislative changes,
and aggressive enforcement policies are
constantly evolving, so retailers should
also follow company blogs and sign up for
free webinars to stay up to date. With an
eye to a more streamlined process, the
National Association of Wine Retailers
(NAWR) supports a Model Wine Retailer
Shipping Bill as part of its ongoing lobbying efforts at the state level. Modeled on
a similar proposal which has worked for
wineries, it recommends straightforward
provisions for in-state permitting, sales
tax collection, adult signature verification, and other regulatory standards.
“Despite the fact that wineries and
retailers are almost always treated differently by states where out-of-state shipments are concerned, the fact is that the
transaction is identical,” says Tom Wark,
executive director of NAWR. “Consumers
visit the winery/retailer website. They select the wines they want. They place them
in a shopping cart. They attest to their age.
They pay with a credit card. The retailer/
winery collects sales tax based on the state
they are shipping to. The retailer/winery
uses common carriers to ship the wine to
the customer.”
Given all of the complexities and costs
above, it’s not surprising that growth in
retail interstate shipping lags other forms
of wine ecommerce. But as Boxcheck’s
Goodfriend explains, “We’re watching an
industry that has been around forever
start to intersect with the digital age and
what’s coming from that is a new, modernized tool set that gives retailers new
ways to scale their customer base and
reach new markets.”
For retailers ready to move beyond
their own main street storefront, life on
the blue highways beckons. ■
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WSWA BRAND BATTLE
TOURNAMENT KICKS OFF
DU NORD SOCIAL SPIRITS SELECTED AS HOTTEST
EMERGING VODKA/GIN BRAND IN FIRST ROUND
OF 2021 WSWA BRAND BATTLE TOURNAMENT

A
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ll summer long, Wine and Spirits Wholesalers of America
(WSWA) is hosting the 2021 Brand Battle Tournament, a Shark
Tank-style event to showcase the latest trends and craft brands
in the wine and spirits industry. This year’s tournament started
off on June 8 with the vodka and gin category, where six craft, emerging
vodka and/or gin brands had the chance to pitch their product directly to a
panel of industry experts and distributors on a global stage.
The winner of the vodka/gin category
was Du Nord Social Spirits, America’s first
Black-owned distillery, based in Minneapolis. Du Nord had an intense last year:
located blocks from the site of George
Floyd's murder in Minneapolis, the distillery confronted social justice demonstrations and fires, all while dealing with
the global pandemic that nearly forced Du
Nord to completely shut down.
Owners Chris and Shanelle Montana
faced each challenge with solutions that
not only benefited their business but also
supported members of their community.
From converting their distillery to produce
hand sanitizer during the pandemic, to operating as a food bank, to supporting underrepresented business owners through
their foundation, it’s clear that Du Nord is
more than just a craft spirits brand.
“Our goals are both tied to the brand
and also tied to our foundation,” says
Chris. “Sales from our for-profit company
go to a nonprofit company and that lets us
help to make it a little bit easier for other
people coming through the door with our
business incubation sites.”
The Montanas were honored to
be named the winner of the vodka/

“Our goals are both tied
to the brand and also to
our foundation... we want
to help make it easier
for other people coming
through the door.”
– Chris Montana, Du Nord

gin category and are looking forward
to representing Du Nord in the Brand
Battle Championship Competition on
September 14, 2021.

ABOVE: Chris Montana, Du Nord Social Spirits, who won
Best in Vodka & Gin Category from the Brand Battle
Tournament via Zoom.

“I sat and watched everyone's pitch
today and I want to go meet some of these
people. It really was impressive … every
single person was well deserved, and I
assume that the other categories are going
to be the same,” says Chris. “I think it's
worth everyone tuning in and looking at
these brands because even if they don't win,
good Lord, every single one of them really
deserved to get their brand placed on the
pedestal and promoted across the country.”
This year’s Brand Battle Tournament includes seven other categories,
including the highly anticipated readyto-drink (RTD) competition. For many of
the brands, this is their chance for important exposure to distributors. Each week,
a panel of wholesaler judges, in addition
to selecting a winner in each category, will
provide valuable, thought-provoking insight and feedback to provide contenders
with a glimpse into the distribution world.
The exciting competition continues
each week this summer with Tournament
Tuesdays, culminating in a Brand Battle
Championship on September 14. Visit
www.wswa.org/brandbattle to learn
more about past competitions and to register for the rest of the summer. ■
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HOW INNOVATION IS
DRIVING DISARONNO
INTERNATIONAL
NEW EXPRESSIONS AND CREATIVITY CHART
THE COURSE FORWARD

for Disaronno International. "From our
legacy brands like Disaronno, Tia Maria,
Corvo, and Florio, to innovation brands
like The Busker, we continue to expand on
our existing equity and build towards the
future."
The evolution from icon to supplier
innovator is still in line with the flagship
brand’s heritage, says Ignacio Llaneza,
Disaronno International’s vice president
of brand and trade marketing. “At Disaronno International, our philosophy has
always centered on the values of heritage, innovation, and quality. Our heritage dates back to 1525 with the creation
of Disaronno Originale, and today, the
broader Disaronno International portfolio
has grown to include seven brands and 28
unique products.”

Over the past year, Disaronno International has created
cross-promotion drinks like the Manhattan Superiore, a
cocktail made with Florio Marsala and The Busker.

TWISTS ON CLASSICS
Tia Maria is an example of how the company has responded to consumer tastes;
the coffee liqueur brand has kept its caffeine edge but gone in an unexpected but
contemporary direction with the matcha
tea extract-based cream liqueur, Tia Maria Matcha. It also launched an Iced Coffee
Frappé, available in 200-milliliter, nitrobased cans at 4% ABV.
“Tia Maria has pretty strong brand
equity, and these new items will help us
reach a new consumer in a more dynamic
way,” says Stoughton. Even Tia Maria itself
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hen a historic brand such as
Disaronno goes out on its
own as a supplier in the U.S.,
there are as many challenges
as there are opportunities ahead. But in
the ensuing years since the launch of Disaronno International (the U.S. subsidiary
of ILLVA Saronno s.P.a.) in 2014, the team
behind the company’s wine and spirits
portfolio has diligently gathered its parent
brands into the fold and nimbly innovated
around its classic offerings.
These days, the emphasis inside the
company is squarely on product introduction and innovation. The recent parade of
new releases includes last year’s launch
of the Disaronno brand’s first extension
in 500 years with Disaronno Velvet; Tia
Maria’s introductions of the creamy, green
tea-based cordial Matcha and ready-todrink Iced Coffee Frappé; the emergence
of Irish whiskey brand The Busker from
the Royal Oak Distillery, said to be the only
producer making all four types of Irish
whiskey under one roof; and the upgrading and updating of iconic Sicilian wine
brands Corvo, Duca di Salaparuta, and
Florio Marsala.
"We are constantly evolving to meet
the needs of the marketplace and our
customers," says Ray Stoughton, EVP/GM

"We are constantly
evolving to meet
the needs of the
marketplace and our
customers."
- Ray Stoughton, EVP/GM,
Disaronno International

got an upgrade: it’s now known as Tia Maria Cold Brew Coffee Liqueur and carries
new packaging.
“We have a huge opportunity to leverage the quality of Tia Maria and the story
behind it,” adds Llaneza.
The exploration of new ideas and
twists based on the company’s classic
brand portfolio began last summer, when
Disaronno Velvet first hit the market, offering the Disaronno flavor base with a
creamier texture and at a lower ABV (17%)
than the original. The firm kept the signature square-capped bottle but added an
eye-catching, all-white look.
Launched in September 2020, The
Busker entered the U.S. market at a boom
time for Irish whiskey sales, boosted by a
flood of new brands on the market. The
brand is led by The Busker Triple Cask
Triple Smooth, aged in ex-bourbon, sherry, and Florio Marsala casks, as well as the
Single Pot, Single Malt, and Single Grain
offerings for a complete experience. The
company has been buoyed by its recognition at major competitions and the reception from trade.
SICILIAN TO THE CORE
With decades of experience in the beverage
industry, Disaronno International has also
focused its energies on building the market
for its three historic Sicilian wine brands:
Corvo, Duca di Salaparuta, and Florio.

For Corvo, a brand established in 1824,
that meant debuting contemporary packaging for the Corvo Classic range and two
premium line extensions, including Irmàna and Colomba Platino, which are part
of the company’s shift towards premiumization. The efforts include a transition
to screw-caps for the Corvo Classic line
and the introduction of single-varietal
wines with a deeper connection to Sicily.
The 2020 Grillo and 2018 Nero d’Avola of
Corvo also carry the Sicilia DOC designation, “an important association and evolution of the brand,” says Deanna D’Alfonso,
U.S. marketing manager for the Disaronno
International wine portfolio.
The Duca di Salaparuta label, another
iconic brand representing the best of Sicilian enology, comes from three estates
around Sicily: Suor Marchesa in the south,
Risignolo in the west, and Vajasindi on the
slopes of Mount Etna, with an emphasis
on sustainable farming and hand harvesting of grapes. “The brands are being positioned around their connection to our
vineyards and an authentic Sicilian experience,” says D’Alfonso.
Adding Florio last year expanded the
importer’s Sicilian wine reputation; it’s
now the premium leading Marsala in the
country and Disaronno’s number two
brand. “We are committed to growing the
Florio brand by expanding drinking occasions and introducing the U.S. to the
traditional Marsala experience, as well as
in mixology,” says D’Alfonso. Focusing on
education and uses for Marsala beyond

cooking are opportunities to take the
brand and category even further.
UTILIZING PARTNERSHIPS
Launching new products and repositioning others during the pandemic gave the
company a chance to innovate in partnerships as well. "Everybody knows Disaronno, but there are so many more opportunities to integrate it into everyday
drinking occasions," says Stoughton. “So
we decided to create cross-promotion
drink solutions for at-home trends.”
Cross-promotions that deliver easyto-make cocktails for consumers include
adding soda water to Disaronno to create the Disaronno Fizz or sparkling wine
for the Italian Sparkler, and creating the
Manhattan Superiore, a cocktail made
with Florio Marsala and The Busker; there
are future plans for a Tia Maria Espresso
Martini and Disaronno Velvet White Russian. “All of these cross-promotions aim to
drive awareness, consideration and pull of
our brands by tapping into relevant consumer occasions,” says Llaneza.
Going forward, Disaronno International
plans to form additional strategic relationships with bigger brands, as well as creating
value-added packs that will include teamups between brands. The flagship brand may
be 500 years old, but the thinking behind the
company’s plans going forward is entirely
21st century. Even as Disaronno International builds their future with core brands,
they also continue to explore new, emerging
categories and innovation. n
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SHOWING CHARACTER
IN PREMIUM VODKA
THE ICONIC SKYY VODKA RELAUNCHED 		
IN JUNE WITH AN ENHANCED LIQUID AND
NEW PACKAGE DESIGN THAT EMPHASIZES
THE BRAND’S SAN FRANCISCO ORIGINS

PACIFIC MINERALS
SKYY originally launched with the goal of
creating a perfect martini by crafting an
exceptionally smooth vodka. Nearly 30
years later, while consumers still clamor

for vodka, they consume it in different
ways, gravitating towards dry, refreshing
mixers like soda water for casual get-togethers and everyday sipping.
Now in pursuit of a better vodka and
soda, the brand’s liquid evolution enhances
this classic cocktail, using natural elements
of its California home. SKYY Vodka is now
made with water enriched by minerals, including Pacific minerals from the San Francisco Bay Area, and the distillate is filtered
through California limestone. The result is
a gluten-free vodka with subtle minerality
and salinity.
To create this liquid refresh, SKYY
called upon a diverse group of experts with
complementary expertise, including a water sommelier, a chemist, and an expert
bartender. Each one brought their unique
point of view, and together they discovered
the distinctive superiority that minerals
could bring to vodka. In the process, more
than 35 liquid samples were created and

evaluated. In the end, our collective created
a high-quality vodka that offers the perfect
base for a better tasting vodka and soda.
EMPHASIZING PROVENANCE
Though the SKYY brand has always been
connected to its San Francisco home,
this refresh reaffirms that intrinsic tie
through both liquid and packaging design.
While the SKYY bottle maintains its
iconic blue hue, the color is more natural,
designed to blend seamlessly with outdoor
settings and casual gatherings. While its
modernized flair hints at sleek cosmopolitan life, the glass is also imbued with
ridges that mimic the waves of the Pacific
Ocean, once again nodding to SKYY’s San
Francisco roots.
A lot has changed since the brand
first helped define luxury in the American
premium vodka category in 1992. While
clarity and smoothness remain essential,
consumers are now clamoring for flavor,
taste, and authenticity in their vodka.
SKYY checks all of those boxes while
simultaneously remaining true to its
roots. Even as modern vodka consumers
evolve, SKYY has proven that it will, too,
as it continues to set the standard for premium vodka. n
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hen San Francisco’s SKYY
Vodka launched in 1992,
it redefined the American
vodka category. The brand
was one of the early pioneers of the
state-of-the-art, quadruple-distilled,
triple-filtration production process that
yields a clean, smooth-tasting vodka with
fewer impurities.
Now SKYY is ready to change the game
yet again. Relaunching with an evolution
to its iconic liquid and an elegant, elevated redesign to its iconic cobalt blue bottle,
SKYY is pushing the premium vodka category forward with a new generation of
vodka drinkers in mind, while firmly emphasizing its San Francisco roots.

MADE WITH WATER ENRICHED
BY PACIFIC MINERALS
Create a smoother vodka soda

CONTACT YOUR
CAMPARI AMERICA SALES
REPRESENTATIVE TODAY

SKYY® Vodka distilled from grain. 40% alc./vol. (80 Proof). ©2021 Campari America, New York, NY. Please enjoy responsibly.

INSPIRED BY THEIR PREDECESSORS’ HARD WORK AND ACHIEVEMENTS,
THESE YOUNG PIONEERS BRING NEW WINEMAKING STYLES—AND
A NEW AGENDA—AS THEY CARVE THEIR OWN PATH IN THE INDUSTRY
BY BETSY ANDREWS

I

n December 2019, I drove
through lettuce fields in
California’s Salinas Valley to
meet Miguel Lepe, who was
the first Mexican-American
winemaker on the Monterey peninsula. A
young pioneer, Lepe makes the wines for
Wrath Wines in the Santa Lucia Highlands
as well as for his own label, Lepe Cellars.
The wines we tasted together—a neutralbarrel, Chablis-style Chardonnay, a savory,
own-rooted Petit Verdot, and a lithe Zinfandel with a white-pepper kick—were all
naturally fermented from organic grapes.
The son of migrant farm workers,
Lepe had never tasted wine when, on a
whim, he enrolled in a viticulture class
during community college. “What caught

my attention were the smells: fermentation, grapes, new oak. I had no idea what
it all was, but I knew I enjoyed it,” Lepe
told me. He went on to graduate from Cal
Poly’s enology and viticulture program
and into gigs at Monterey’s Figge Cellars
and Paso Robles’ Justin Vineyards, among
other places. In 2015, he launched his own
label, Lepe Cellars.
“How big do I want to be? I don’t know,”
he told me (at the time, he was producing 600 cases a year). “I want to sustain a
tasting room, and I would like to work for
myself eventually.”
A year and a half later, Lepe has doubled production and, indeed, has launched
a tasting room—in Carmel-by-the-Sea.
At 34 years old, he owns one of the only

Latinx storefront businesses in this
wealthy, white town. “I do feel my identity
is a selling point,” he says. “I’m kind of an
underdog, and I think people want to see
me succeed.”
THE NEXT-GEN MISSION

So it is with the newest generation of
Mexican-American winemakers. For decades, the American wine industry has
been powered by their people’s labor. According to Dr. Philip Martin, professor
emeritus of Agricultural and Resource
Economics at UC Davis’ Global Migration
Center, probably more than 70 percent of
hired field workers in wine in California
were born in Mexico. Yet, the number of
winemakers of Mexican heritage is few.
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MEET THE NEW GENERATION OF
MEXICAN-AMERICAN WINEMAKERS
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Opposite page (clockwise): Miguel Lepe; Sam Parra;
Cristina Gonzalez; Edgar Torres; Sofia Torres McKay;
and Roland Herrera

UC Berkeley professor Alex Saragoza, who
is writing a book on the subject, tracked
down just 46 Mexican-American winemakers in California.
And, yet, for a demographic that has
largely been involved in American winemaking for only 50 years, Mexican-Americans are increasingly influential. “It’s the
cycle,” as Joe Reynoso, owner of Sonoma’s
Crescere Wines, puts it—a version of a trajectory shared by other immigrant groups
in America. “Mexican-Americans are at
the inflection point. We came two generations ago, and we’re just now getting our
footing, being able to accumulate the risks
to start a winery or buy land ourselves.
We’re pretty much in line where we should
be based upon how long we’ve been here.”
With growing economic security come
calls for greater inclusion and empowerment. The latest generation of MexicanAmerican winemakers is a diverse group.
Some are bootstrappers like Lepe, others
heirs to multigenerational winemaking
legacies. Some shifted to wine from earlier careers; others studied enology and
viticulture in college. They share a commitment to their identity, and to the hard
work, community, and aspirational history that drives their success. But, influenced by other of contemporary activist
movements, many of them are also on a
newfound mission to uplift the stature of

LEFT: The producer of Paso Robles’ Bodega de Edgar,
Edgar Torres fell in love with wine while working in
restaurants.

“Mexican-Americans
are at the inflection
point. We came two
generations ago, and
we’re just now getting
our footing, being able
to accumulate the risks
to start a winery or buy
land ourselves.”
– Joe Reynoso, Crescere Wines

all Latinx workers in the American wine
industry.
FROM LABORERS TO OWNERS

Mexicans were making wine here as far
back as the 18th century, when Franciscan
monks established missions in California.
But in the modern era, says Saragoza, the
first wave to make their mark in wine arrived under the Bracero guest-worker
program, which brought 4.6 million Mexicans to the U.S. between 1942 and 1964,
primarily for farm labor. Many employed
in Napa and Sonoma vineyards stayed,
some establishing vineyard management
companies and, more recently, wineries of
their own.
Among them were Belen Ceja’s paternal grandparents, who arrived in 1967.
Along with their children, they started
LEFT: Joe Reynoso, owner of Crescere Wines, unloading
grapes during harvest.

acquiring Carneros acreage 16 years after
their arrival. “My father grew up in the
vineyards, and as a little girl, I was always
a farmer’s daughter, going to work with
him,” says Ceja. She went to junior college for business and marketing but “fell
in love with the art and physical labor” of
winemaking.
Her father, Armando, is the winemaker at Ceja Vineyards, which he co-owns
with his siblings. Ceja says her elders’ attitude was “go work somewhere else and
get your knowledge, then let’s see what
you have to bring to the table.” So she did
three harvests at Enkidu Wine and studied
enology and viticulture at Fresno State. At
33 years old, she has run Heirs Winery, the
Cejas’ custom crush facility, for the past
eight years, facilitating winemaking for
a dozen clients, including her father. She
is winemaker, too, for Aldina Vineyards,
making Cabernets in Sonoma’s Fountaingrove AVA for another Mexican-owned
winery. She also consults for other labels.
“The work ethic has been so, so big in my
family, and that’s one thing I’ve taken for
myself,” she says.
Not everyone in Napa has Ceja’s level of
family resources. Sam Parra’s grandfather
came from Jalisco, Mexico and worked for
Beringer for 34 years. His uncles founded
the winery Vinos Unidos in 2016, and he
learned the ropes making garage wine
with family and suckering vines at Calistoga sites for pocket money.
But no matter how deeply rooted Parra’s Napa upbringing was—“I learned that
Howell Mountain Cabernet was a classic
pairing for a carne asado taco,” he says—
his own parents didn’t work in wine. He
went to college in sales and marketing,
launched a successful branding company,
and held down winery hospitality jobs before moving to Oregon’s Willamette Valley
in 2016, where he worked mobile bottling
lines to save money to launch his label.

WINE TRENDS

Today, at 43, Parra makes 500 cases of
cool-climate Tempranillo and Albariño,
among others, for Parra Winery in Oregon. He works four days a week at another
winery, has one day off in common with
his wife, and is far from the community
he grew up in. But his wines are well-received. “The sacrifices I made, where I’m
away from my family and friends, that’s
the future of Mexican-American winemakers,” he says. “They are going to have
to take their experience to an up-andcoming region where the cost of living is
lower, and they can have a bigger budget
to start their company.”
CREATING COMMUNITY

In fact, Parra is part of an emerging network of Mexican-American winemakers
in Oregon. “Community is so ingrained
in us culturally,” says Maria Calvert, a PR
consultant who is co-founder of the new
advocacy organization Hispanics in Wine.
“If you’re on your own trying to create
your own wine, it’s a challenge not having a community to guide you. In Oregon,
they’ve banded together.”
Sofia Torres McKay is a leader there. A
former tech consultant who moved to the
U.S. in 2002, Torres McKay and her husband, Ryan McKay, produce biodynamic
estate wines in the Dundee Hills. They
launched their label, Cramoisi Vineyard, in
2019. “I’m very involved with the vineyard
crew,” she says. “Ninety-nine percent are
Mexicans. The same language, same culture—the synergy we deposit together in
the vines, that’s my heritage. We’re making wine with Mexican hands.”
Working with her crew, she came to
understand that the language barrier, and
the racialist culture of the wine world,
kept vineyard laborers—or vineyard stewards, as she calls them—isolated. “They

“Wine is not just a white
thing. It’s an everybody
thing.”
– Cristina Gonzales,
Gonzales Wine Company

didn’t feel recognized, didn’t have a purpose, didn’t understand what their tasks
achieved because wineries have no relationship to the crews. They didn’t even
know they were the foundation of what we
do,” she says.
To change that—and to address a
chronic labor shortage as workers move
on to higher-paying jobs with more mobility in construction and other sectors—
Torres McKay got together with Red Dirt
Vineyard’s Miguel Lopez and star winemaker Jesús Guillén, who died in 2018, and
founded the Asociación Hispana de la Industria del Vino en Oregon y Comunidad
(AHIVOY). The two-year-old organization
empowers vineyard stewards to advance
their wine careers through English-language immersion and professional development.
To support the work, Torres McKay
recruited winemakers like Sam Parra and
AHIVOY board member Cristina Gonzales
of Gonzales Wine Company. The granddaughter of first-generation migrant
workers who “followed the seasonal fruit”
to Wisconsin, Gonzales fell in love with

wine in 2001 while backpacking in Argentina. Harvest stints in California and
a position at Oregon’s A to Z Wineworks
followed. But because she doesn’t hold an
enology degree, she says, “If I was going
to move up in the ranks, I had to blaze my
own way.” She made her first vintage in
2010, starting with Malbec from Washington’s Yakima Valley, vinified in a friend’s
garage.
Gonzales’ production is less than 500
cases, but she and other Mexican-American winemakers in Oregon have been
garnering attention through their work
with AHIVOY and at collaborative events
like Celebrating Hispanic Roots, a bilingual panel and charity fundraiser. “People
didn’t know there were Latinos making
wine, but we’ve played into the momentum of Black Lives Matter and people
waking up to more diversity. We’re seeing
the quote-unquote ‘wokeness’ of acknowledging white privilege and then realizing,
‘I can help somebody and so I want to.’
There’s still work and healing to be done,
but this is a wonderful time for the Latinx
community,” she says. That goes as much
for consumers as winemakers. “I’ve seen
an uptick in Latinx wine enthusiasts in
tasting rooms and more on social media
about BIPOC communities being wine lovers. Wine is not just a white thing. It’s an
everybody thing.”
The energy in Oregon will peak in midJune during the first-ever Latinx Market, a
wine, art, and culture fair to benefit AHIVOY. As part of the event, Gonzales and
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RIGHT: Cristina Gonzales decided to blaze her own path
with Oregon’s Gonzales Wine Company.

“I get a lot of private
messages from the
Latinx community
saying, ‘You’re an
inspiration.’ Just seeing
somebody succeed has
inspired others to move
forward.”
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– Elena Rodriguez, Alumbra Cellars

Torres McKay are offering a four-pack
of wines called Las 4 Amigas, along with
Guillén Family Wines’ Yuliana CisnerosGuillén and Elena Rodriguez of Alumbra Cellars. Rodriguez, 37, left a nursing
career in 2014 to help make her father’s
farm profitable as an estate winery. Taking classes at the local community college,
watching YouTube videos, and working
with other vintners, she learned the ropes.
On an estate where her uncle runs the
vineyard, her brother runs the books, and
her cousin runs the tasting room, Rodriguez’s new career is her way of honoring
her family. “My dad came from Durango,
Mexico, with nothing. He worked really
hard and sacrificed,” she says. “I didn’t
want to see this farm go away. Now I’m
thinking about different ways to make the
best Pinot.”

Recognition she’s received is encouraging to others. “I truly think there will be
more Latinx winemakers,” she says. “I get
a lot of private messages from the Latinx
community saying, ‘You’re an inspiration.’
Just seeing somebody succeed has inspired
others to move forward.”
BEYOND BOOTSTRAPS

These Oregon winemakers’ success, and
the advocacy they’re undertaking, has a
precedent in Napa and Sonoma. There,
Mexican-Americans who came of age in
or before the 1980s—the Cejas, Oscar Renteria of Tres Perlas Wines, and Roland
Herrera of Mi Sueño, among others—have
become substantial players in wine. Renteria is board director of the Napa Valley
Farmworker Foundation, established in
2011 to provide education and professional
development to vineyard workers. Herrera is founding president of MAVA—the
Mexican-American Vintners Association—formed in 2010 to market members’
wines and fund scholarships for aspiring
winemakers. “I love sharing my experience with younger generations that feel
the American dream is no longer. It’s as
alive as ever,” he says. “Just be smart, work
hard, and stay focused—the fundamentals
our ancestors taught us.”
One younger winemaker who’d agree
with him is MAVA member Edgar Torres.
He came to the U.S. in 1989 at the age of
eight, smuggled in a VW bus. Growing up
on the Central Coast, Torres learned to
love wine working in restaurants. Today
he produces 4,000 annual cases of Rhône,
Bordeaux, and Spanish varietals at Paso
Robles’ Bodega de Edgar.
“From where life started to the life I
get to live now, it feels surreal,” he says.
“I knew I wanted to make my parents
proud. I didn’t realize it would be as good
as it is, traveling the world, eating at the
LEFT: Working with her crew at Cramoisi Vineyard
motivated Sofia Torres McKay to empower Mexican
vineyard stewards to advance their wine careers.

ABOVE: Lepe Cellars is the passion project of Miguel
Lepe, who was the first Mexican-American winemaker
on the Monterey peninsula.

best places, giving my boy way better opportunities than I had. It does bring the
tears out. This is not a trust fund project.
I like to remind those guys that someone
as hard-working as myself can get under
their heels.”
Torres “doesn’t want to be boxed in
as a Mexican-American winemaker.” He’d
rather be known for the excellence of his
wines and their high scores. Still, he’s discovering that his background is important
to others. In a 2020 essay, he wrote about
how the Black Lives Matter movement
helped him realize, “I now have a duty to
share the story of my success with other
Mexicans and people of color to help them
envision an alternate path and to help
challenge the stereotypes in my industry.”
Like others of his generation of Mexican-American winemakers, Torres was
declaring that he can have his identity and
his success as a vintner, too—that, indeed,
they are inextricable. As Cristina Gonzales
puts it, “I battle with imposter syndrome
every day, but I have come to this position
of confidence. I do know what I’m doing,
and my wines speak for themselves.” n

HOW TO HONE YOUR
JOB INTERVIEW SKILLS
AS HIRING RAMPS UP ACROSS ALL THREE TIERS, DRINKS
PROFESSIONALS AND RECRUITING EXPERTS SHARE STRATEGIES EVERY
JOB SEEKER NEEDS TO SHINE

I

nterviewing for a job in the drinks industry, whether at a
restaurant, wholesaler, or importer, is a little different right now.
While many interview skills will never go out of style (don’t be late,
do your research, show enthusiasm), many employers are looking
for additional skills today. From technical and financial expertise, to soft skills
such as adaptability and resilience, businesses are hunting for talent using
new metrics, and it’s up to you to effectively communicate why you are the
right person for the job.
Be Prepared for New
Interview Questions
Many hiring managers have adapted their
line of questioning. Career coach Jillian
Lucas points out that because the work-

place has evolved faster than ever this
past year, “employers need to see that you
are adaptable, flexible and resilient—that
you can handle changing priorities.” Employers want to know how you respond in

a crisis: Do you complain? Shut down? Try
finding solutions?
Cynthia Cheng, the director of human
resources at Cote in both New York City
and Miami, calls adaptability a “vital
skill,” and her interview questions reflect
this priority. As restaurants have had
to work with pandemic restrictions and
fewer staff, people need to demonstrate
that they can work in a constantly
evolving environment.
Also, come prepared to talk about how
you spent your time during the pandemic.
Ian Downey, executive vice president at
Winebow Imports, says he wants to hear
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“Expressing passion is
a critical part of making
you stand out for a
position that may be a
stretch for your resume.”
– Mikayla Cohen, GoAved Consulting
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“key learnings about yourself professionally from the past year’s experiences.” Candidates who can “provide examples of how
they adjusted and innovated their approach
to customer service and sales in order to
respond to the market changes of the past
year,” are most likely to be hired, he shares.
Ryan Hardy, chef/partner at Delicious
Hospitality Group, which includes New
York City restaurants Charlie Bird and
Pasquale Jones, says there is no right
answer to this question, but he pays special
attention to candidates who explain that
they tried something new or took a chance
on something they’d never done before
during the past year.

Show Entrepreneurship
Importers and distributors are seeking
team members with strong business acumen and initiative—particularly around
how to improve the bottom line. Candidates should ask about pricing and margin
strategies, says Thomas Vogele, vice president sales at Folio Fine Wine Partners.
“Questions around underlying profitability, vineyard sourcing, the cost of glass,
cork, and capsules would also play into
a credible understanding of the business
side of winemaking,” he says.
Provide specific examples of situations
where you impacted the bottom line, says
Josh McCullough, global talent acquisition
director at Sazerac. “Candidates should
detail exactly how they achieved an
increase in business and profitability for
past employers,” he advises.

“I’m looking for people who show the
ability to use data to absorb and anticipate
market responses,” says Downey. His ideal
hire will demonstrate an ability to “prioritize time and show efforts to exploit new
opportunities” for the business. Downey
recommends candidates research the
“categories and types of wines and brands
that performed well during the previous
year, and develop insights as to why.”
One strategy is to come prepared
with a 30-60-90 day plan or portfolio,
says career coach Chris Taylor of the
Occupation Optimist. This format could
outline, for example, how you’ll get up to
speed in 30 days, build key relationships in
60 days, and make a measurable impact by
90 days, Taylor explains.
Restaurant hiring managers are also
looking for people who bring new ideas
for boosting margins and increasing
business, whether through innovative
new wine list promotions, by the glass
strategies, or special events. Mikayla
Cohen, who recently started virtual
wine tasting business GoAved Wine
Consulting, says applicants “still have
to understand the inner workings of the
restaurant” as well as “the intricacies of
finance and budget and operations,” since
many restaurants simply can’t afford to
hire as many people right now.
Past successes and operational expertise are often more important than industry experience for many roles. Hardy, who
is open to recruiting non-industry people,
says it’s okay if candidates don’t “scream
hospitality,” but if a person is seeking an
operations role where budgeting and profitability are critical, he is going to be looking for language that shows competence
in financials and an ability to transfer
skills to a new setting.

Embrace a Customer-Centric
Mindset
Wholesalers building back their on-premise sales teams are prioritizing customer

“Provide examples of
how you adjusted and
innovated your approach
to customer service and
sales in order to respond
to the market changes of
the past year.”
– Ian Downey, Winebow

service right now. “We want people that
care,” reports one senior executive at a
large wine and spirits distributor (who
prefers not to be named). “Sales reps that
focus on the health and welfare of the account,” are the most essential to his business, he says. “If the account trusts the
sales rep, we are able to eventually make
huge strides in ensuring we can partner
on programs like wines by the glass and
signature drinks.”
Reps that do the unglamorous work of
supporting an account, such as “picking
up unsaleables, fixing incorrect billing,
bringing a last-minute delivery, these are
the reps that go far,” he adds.
Downey agrees, favoring candidates
who emphasize their “customer-centric
approach” and ability to “anticipate cus-

tomers' needs in the current and evolving
landscape.” Communication—with customers and team members—in “new and
varied ways is more important than ever,”
he stresses.

What Your Smart Questions
Say About You
Candidates should ask hiring managers
how the organization handled business
during the pandemic. Downey appreciates
when applicants ask him “what changes
have been—or are being—incorporated
for the benefit of employees, based on

“Passion is more
relevant than experience
these days. It's OK if
a job seeker doesn't
'scream hospitality.'"
– Ryan Hardy, Delicious Hospitality Group

what that organization has learned over
the past year.”
Lucas says candidates would be wise
to prepare targeted questions around how
the company has adapted to the changing
industry. Some examples include: “If this
will be a remote (or partially remote)
position, how does the company support
workers? How has the culture changed
with a full or partially remote staff?”
Likewise, Cohen suggests asking questions about the company culture: “What is
it like here? How would you describe the
culture?” She also recommends asking a
hiring manager to describe the company’s
management style.
Hardy recommends job seekers spend
at least 30 minutes researching the
organization they are interviewing with—
homework that will prove essential when
it’s the interviewee’s turn to ask questions.
They might ask the interviewer about
their motivation in opening a restaurant.
“I’m always impressed when someone has
done a little bit of research on us,” says
Hardy. “When someone asks: ‘I saw you
moved here from Colorado ten years ago.
What has your experience been like in
New York City?’”

Even in a Job Seeker’s Market,
Passion is King
The widely reported worker shortage—
particularly for restaurants—has undeniably changed the game in job seekers’
favor. Sazerac’s McCullough reports that
the company “had to get creative and offer candidates incentives like sign-on
bonuses, as an example, for jobs that are
normally routine to fill in order to stay
competitive.”
This shortage presents unique opportunities for career growth, Cohen
says. “This is the moment to take on a
role you might not necessarily be qualified for yet. People are going to take a
chance on you,” she believes. “And expressing passion and excitement for

restaurants will be welcome and refreshing—and a critical part of making
you stand out for positions that may be
a stretch for your resume.”
On-premise operators are facing high
turnover, so expressing a desire to grow
with the company is important: Come
prepared with ideas for long-term career
goals and how they would map out in the
organization.
Hardy says passion is more important
than relevant than experience these days.
He is posing questions that attempt to
get to the core of what a job seeker is
interested in and values. If the interviewee
has no restaurant experience, Hardy
might ask: “What’s a great bottle of wine
you had recently?” He’s not looking for
wine expertise, per se, but passion in the
responses.
Candidates can show their zeal in
other ways, too, says Nancy Batista-Caswell of Caswell Restaurants in Massachusetts. She recently hired an employee
who’d come in to dine in the restaurant
prior to their interview the next day.
“They just had a drink and an app but the
effort showed that they were investing in
making the right decision for themselves
and us,” she shares.
Wholesalers building back their onpremise sales teams are also looking
for enthusiasm and commitment, reports the senior executive at the large
wholesaler. “We are prioritizing passion for the industry above many other
attributes,” he says, adding “job hoppers need not apply.”
And don’t shy away from asking about
money, he advises: A “desire to earn” is
something his hiring team is looking for.
Many candidates don’t mention money
as a motivator, but he points out that
this can be perceived as a “a trigger that
they [in a sales rep role] won’t ask for an
order.” While the playing field may have
changed, the value of grit and hustle
never goes out of fashion. ■
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Wells Discount Liquors:
A Mother-Daughter Affair

BY TEDDY DURGIN

Over the last 18 years of writing for the Beverage Journal, I’ve
penned numerous columns in which I profiled packaged-goods
stores run by fathers and sons. But it’s rare when I come across
an establishment operated by a . . . mother and daughter!
So it is with Wells Discount Liquors in
Baltimore. JoAnn Hyatt and her daughter,
Roxann Rogers, don’t just operate any store.
Wells is one of the oldest and largest businesses of its kind around, first opened in
1937 and boasting more than 10,000 square
feet of space. As such, it has one of the largest selections of wine, beer, and spirits you’ll
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ever see.
The story does have a bit of tragedy,
though. Rogers said, “My father, Michael
Hyatt, suffered a brain injury seven years
ago. He had run the business for years, but
Mom had to take over. I quit my career as a
crisis/social worker to come help her. [chuckling] My counseling skills have helped a lot

with the personalities that we have. But the
tough part was the business and the buying was all new to me. There’s no manual on
how to buy.”
Hyatt has been proud of her daughter’s
transition. “She’s now one of my head wine
buyers!” she stated. “She’s really taken to
the business.”

www.BeverageJournalInc.com

Of course, everyone had to transition
last year when COVID-19 hit. Wells Discount Liquors was no different. Both women
look back on those first few months of the
pandemic with a mix of emotions. Rogers
recalls, “We weren’t letting people in for the
first six to eight weeks. So, we stepped up
our curbside service. People would call and
we’d shop for them.”
Wells only had six phone lines coming
into the store at the time, and Hyatt and
Rogers only had a handful of employees
who would come to work during the health
crisis. “Those lines were ringing!” Hyatt exclaims. “We were exhausted, because you
took the orders and then you had to go
shop for everybody! And you had to do it
quickly, because they’d show up in your
parking lot 20 minutes later. And in those 20
minutes, you’d taken five more orders over
the phone.”
She continues, “The one thing I found
really funny is the number of people who’d
call and say, ‘I need to order wine. And the
wine I like is in Aisle 4 . . . and it has a bird

The Wells Team: Lee Grandes, Lead Wine Manager; Roxann Hyatt-Rogers, Vice President;
Diana Abbott, Customer Service Manager; JoAnn Hyatt, Owner; Trish Eby, Chief Financial Officer;
and Steve Eby, Operations Manager.
on it!’ Some people would have no idea
what the name of what they had been drinking was! But they knew where it was in the

store, and they’d just walk there and grab
it. Well, all of a sudden, they couldn’t do
(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

land State Licensed Beverage Association
(MSLBA) in Annapolis and statewide. When
Hyatt does turn over the business to her
daughter one day, she knows that she, the
store, and the family’s legacy will have advocates in the state capitol. “I love how the
MSLBA advocates for all of us,” Rogers said.
“Whenever we have questions or concerns,
they’re either there to answer those questions or help us navigate to where we can
get the information.”
Hyatt concluded, “They’re fighting to
keep the beer and the wine from going into
the grocery stores. How much longer we
can keep that going, I don’t know. But thank
God, the MSLBA is still fighting!” n
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expand on wines that you’d normally have
to sell through tastings [and other means].”
Fortunately, there were certain longtime staffers that stepped up during that
time as they had done before when Hyatt
had to make the transition to store operator
in the wake of her husband’s disability. Some
of Wells’ staff give new meaning to the term
long-time employees. Hyatt remarked, “Our
oldest employee, Lee Grandes, has been
here 38 years this October. He is our head
wine buyer. He is Wells. Most people who
come in think he owns the business! He’s an
institution here. And Steve Eby is our receiving manager. He’s been with us for 37 years!
I couldn’t run this business without them.”
Another thing that gives both ladies
comfort is the helpful presence of the Mary-

CE

that. There were tons of customers like that!
There were some situations where you said
to the customer, ‘Look, this situation is awful
for everybody. Trust us and let us pick out
a wine for you.’ So many customers called
us back and re-ordered what we picked for
them. We’d have people say, ‘I’m just going
to let you pick out our wines from now on!’
It actually worked out, because we got to

years

SAN FRANCISCO
WORLD

SPIRITS

SAN FRANCISCO
WORLD

SPIRITS

COMPETITION

COMPETITION

DOUBLE
GOLD

DOUBLE
GOLD

2005

2005

DOUBLE
GOLD

SUPERB/HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

M A G A Z I N E

AWARD WINNING

Authentic Russian Vodka
Call Chris Lombardi
for more information any time:
443-506-9169
chrisjl44@comcast.net

DISTILLED FIVE TIMES

Imported by Everus Co., LLC
Distributed by LVDH USA Inc.

BUSINESS SALES & ACQUISITIONS

ATKINS

Business Solutions
Recognized Industry Expert

Testimonials
“He did a great job and I would recommend anyone

who is thinking of selling their business to contact
Steve prior to signing with anyone else. He does his
research and puts people together…”
Barry G., Prince George’s County

“Your knowledge and ability to put out fires can't be

measured in dollars and cents. With all the things that
came up, I'm not sure this sale would have happened
without your expertise…”
Ron S., Frederick County

“Steve followed the transaction through every step of

Steve Atkins, Principal Broker
Business Intermediary

Email: atkins.steve@comcast.net
www.atkinsrealtygroup.com

• Mountain Liquors
• Kenilworth Liquors
• Phelp’s Liquors
• Harbor Spirits
• Arundel Liquors
• Market Place W&S
• Chesapeake Liquors
• Leeds Liquors
• All Saints Liquors
• I.M. Wine
• Dual Hwy. Liquors
• Decker’s Wine & Spirits
• Hideaway Lounge

the process offering advice on dealing with the
Landlord, the Governmental authorities as well as the
buyer. The expertise that Mr. Atkins brought to the sale
was appreciated by both parties and was the sole
reason that I was able to complete the sale
and retire.”
Maben K., Anne Arundel County

• Franks Den
• Staples Corner Liquors
• Shop Rite Liquors
• Short Stop Beverage Barn
• Harpers Choice Liquors • Milford Liquors
• John’s General Store
• Clauss Liquors
• Star Liquors
• 7 Courts Liquors
• Cranberry Liquors
• Walther Liquors
• Woodensburg Market
• Bernie’s Liquors
• Ye Old Packaged Goods
• Muddy Creek Liquors
• Old Orchard Liquors
• The Liquor Store
• Camelot Liquors
• Centreville Liquors
• Federal Hill Wine & Spirits

Atkins Business Solutions
A division of Atkins Realty Group, Inc.

Call us today!

410-757-4965

SUMMER
COCKTAILS
PALAZZO PUNCH COCKTAIL
6 oz La Marca Prosecco
2 oz Camarena Silver Tequila
2 oz hibiscus syrup
4 oz pineapple juice
2 oz lime juice
8 dashes bitters
citrus wheel for garnish

Method: Shake the tequila,
syrup, pineapple and lime juices
with bitters. Pour into glass
while simultaneously pouring
in La Marca Prosecco. Garnish
with a citrus wheel for a perfect
punch.

LA PINA

1 ½ oz Casamigos Blanco Tequila
¾ oz fresh lemon juice
1 oz fresh pineapple juice
½ oz simple syrup
1 pinch cinnamon
Method: Combine all ingredients into
tin shaker. Add ice, shake vigorously and
strain into rocks glass. Add fresh ice and
garnish.

ROYAL BLUE SLUSH

THE LUSCIOUS LADYBIRD

1 oz Deep Eddy Lemon Vodka
1 ½ oz Prosecco
¾ oz lemon juice
¾ oz Cocchi Americano
¼ oz Licor 43
¼ oz simple syrup
½ oz Dolin Blanc
4 dashes Peychaud Bitters
Method: Add Deep Eddy Lemon Vodka, simple syrup, Licor
43, Dolin Blanc, and Cocchi Americano to a shaker with ice.
Shake until well-chilled. Add Prosecco to the shaker and
strain into a glass with crushed ice. Add Peychaud bitters and
garnish with mint sprig and flower.

CHERRY LIMEADE
FROZEN DAIQUIRI

1 oz Crown Royal Fine De
Luxe Whisky
2 oz blue curaçao
2 oz Hpnotiq liqueur
cracked ice
rock candy

2 oz SVEDKA Cherry
Limeade
3 oz strawberry daquiri
mix
1 lime wedge
sugar

Method: Add Crown Royal,
blue curaçao, simple sugar
and ice to a blender and
blend until slushy. Pour into a
glass and add a sugar stick.

Method: Sugar the rim
of a hurricane glass.
Blend ingredients with
ice. Pour into sugarrimmed glass. Garnish
with a lime wedge.
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SUMMER
COCKTAILS

#6 BY KHADIJA AMHED

1 oz Altos Tequila
1 bar spoon peach preserves
½ oz thyme syrup

½ oz lemon juice
3 oz Grand Cordon Rosé

Method: Shake tequila, peach preserves, thyme syrup and lemon
juice over ice. Double Strain into glass with 4 cold draft cubes. Top
with G.H.Mumm Grand Cordon Rosé. Garnish with a dehydrated
peach slice and splash soda.

MOËT COURTSIDE CRUSH

3 oz St. George
Botanivore Gin
1 oz St. George
All Purpose Vodka
½ oz Lillet Blanc

Method: Pour all the ingredients into a glass half-full of ice and
stir quickly. Fill the rest of the glass with crushed ice. Garnish
with lemon zest and serve with a smile

Method: Stir all
ingredients with ice to
chill (or shake à la 007),
then strain into a chilled
cocktail glass. Garnish
with a thin peel of lemon.

2 dashes Angostura Bitters
20 ml sugar syrup
75 ml Moët & Chandon Moët Impérial

VELVET WHITE ESPRESSO MARTINI
1 ½ oz Disaronno Velvet
½ oz Tia Maria Coffee Liqueur
½ oz vodka
chocolate flakes or coffee beans

Method: Shake and
strain ingredients over
ice. Garnish with
chocolate flakes or
coffee beans.
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VESPER

SEVILLA SUNSHINE FIZZ
1 oz Tanqueray Sevilla
Orange
½ oz Triple Sec Liqueur
1 ¼ oz Orange Juice
½ oz Lemon Juice
2 oz club soda

Method: Add all ingredients
to a shaker except soda.
Add ice and shake.
Strain into a Rocks glass
over ice. Top with 2 oz
club soda. Garnish with
orange curl.

www.BeverageJournalInc.com

Award-Winning Taste - New Flavors Now Available
Fishers Island Lemonade is proud to introduce our new family of premium spiked lemonade craft cocktails-in-a-can to compliment
our original “FIL” summer staple: Spiked Tea, Pink Flamingo and Fizz. Each expression uses our award-winning premium vodka and
whiskey spiked lemonade recipe combined with high-quality ingredients. Spiked Tea is our new twist on a classic, a half and half
blend with fresh brewed black tea. Pink Flamingo is a well-balanced blend of real cranberry and our spiked lemonade. Fizz is a
lighter, effervescent version of original Fishers you know and love. Female-founded by Bronya Shillo, Fishers Island Lemonade was
the house cocktail at her family’s bar on Fishers Island, New York, and is best enjoyed in your happy place. Find your Island.

Locally distributed by:

PLEASE ENJOY RESPONSIBLY.
©2021 ALL NIGHT LONG LLC, MYSTIC, CT. FISHERS ISLAND LEMONADE®
VODKA & WHISKEY CANNED COCKTAIL.

AGAVE:
WHAT‘S NEW

MILLENNIAL ENTREPRENEURS SAY “YOU’RE WELCOME”

Chatham Imports, the parent company of Michter’s Distillery, has
formed a new 50/50 venture with a consortium led by Eduardo and
Julio Mestre to own the global trademark rights to mezcal Los Siete
Misterios. Chatham becomes the global sales and marketing agent,
while the Mestres remain responsible for production as well as sales
in Mexico. The equity investment by Chatham will bolster Los Siete
Misterios’ production capacity of its eight expressions: arroqueño,
barril, coyote, doba-yej, espadín, mexicano, pechuga, and tobala.
SRPs range from $45 for the doba-yej to more than $300 for pechuga
and clay pot-distilled releases.

“HEARTBROKEN” MEZCAL IN SIX EXPRESSIONS

ImpEx Beverages has started importing mezcals from Mal de
Amor, the Santiago Matatlán, Oaxaca-based, family owned distillery.
Third generation maestro mezcalero Armando Hernandez oversees
production including agaves crushed by a horse-pulled tahona after
4-5 days of underground roasting. Open air, wild yeast fermentation
takes for 5-10 days is followed by double distillation in copper pots,
the results rested in glass from 6 months to 4 years. Expressions
include cuishe, madre cuishe, mexicano, sierra negra, tepextate, and
tobala. 90-92 proof, SRP $100-115.
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DAY OF THE DEAD SPECIAL

U.S. mezcal pioneer Del Maguey is about to release
Vida de Muertos mezcal, a 90 proof edition of Vida
inspired by batches of mezcal distilled each autumn
by the family of Paciano Cruz Nolasco and shared
for the celebration of Dia de los Muertos. The limited
production of this expression honors the occasion for
which it is named, and is made from mature espadin,
roasted from 3-8 days, fermented from 8-10 days and
distilled in copper stills. SRP $49.99.

WILD CENIZO FROM DURANGO

San Diego-based distillery Cutwater Spirits has entered the mezcal
category with the launch of Cutwater Mezcal, made from wild cenizo
agave. Cutwater Mezcal is produced at Durango-based distillery by
owner Gaston Martinez and his master mezcalero from 10 to 15 year old
wild cenizo agaves, roasted for three to five days in outdoor volcanic
rock-lined pits fueled by oak and mesquite. The pulp and fiber from
the pressed piñas are included in the open fermentation with wild
yeast. Once fermentation is complete the mezcal is double-distilled in
stainless and copper stills. SRP $49.99; 90 proof.
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CHATHAM AND LOS SIETES MISTERIOS MEZCAL TEAM UP

De-Nada tequila, created by entrepreneurs Daniel Neeson and
Adam Millman, announced its launch in New York, New Jersey and
Connecticut, with Louisiana and California to come later in the year. A
collaboration with Feliciano Vivanco y Asociados, S.A., a 5th generation
distillery in Jalisco, Mexico, De-Nada uses estate-grown agaves, brickoven roasting and local natural yeast. The 80 proof spirits arrive in two
expressions: blanco (SRP $38.99) and reposado (SRP $42.99).

WINE
BUZZ
ROSA REGALE NOW
RED AND WHITE
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL ZERO

Bellissima Rosé Zero Sugar & Zero Carb
Sparkling Wine debuts, made from organic
Pinot Grigio grapes and certified vegan. The
pink color of the Bellissima Rosé is extracted
from the skins of Pinot Grigio grapes through
a light maceration, while the bubbles arrive
though the “Long Charmat Method,” during
which the wine is stored in steel tanks for about
6-7 months. The wine is $19.99 per 750 ml.
Model Christie Brinkley is behind the Bellissima
line of sparkling wines.

Banfi introduces Rosa Regale
Sparkling White from the Asti
DOCG in Piedmont, joining
Rosa Regale Sparkling
Red in celebration of its 20th
anniversary vintage, the
first line extension since the
brand’s launch. The new Rosa
Regale Sparkling White is made
from Moscato Bianco and is
made in the Charmat process or
Metodo Italiano. The handpicked
Moscato grapes are settled and
fermented in stainless steel
tanks. Once the wine reaches
7% ABV it is chilled and filtered
before bottling.

LAMBRUSCO IN A CAN PLUS NEW
LOOK FOR RIUNITE

Riunite is now selling its famed
Lambrusco in cans. The semi-sweet
and slightly-bubbly Lambrusco joins the
existing line of Riunite wines in a can
including red and white Sangria. The
launch of the new Lambrusco format
coincides with Riunite’s new creative
campaign and restyle of cans and the
Lambrusco, Moscato and Peach Moscato
bottles. The new identity will be featured
in the brand’s multi-media and Hispanic
market campaign, “Somo Nosotros.” SRP
$2.50 per 250ml can, $9.99 per 4-pack.

SANTA MARGHERITA JOINS THE
ROSÉ SWEEPSTAKES

Santa Margherita has unveiled Santa Margherita
Rosé. Made with Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc
and Pinot Nero grapes from the Tre Venezie
region, Santa Margherita Rosé will join the brand's
portfolio of wines including Prosecco Superiore Di
Valdobbiadene DOCG and Pinot Grigio, Sparkling
Rosé, Rive di Refrontolo, and Chianti Classico
Riserva DOCG. The Rosé will launch in New York,
New Jersey, Massachusetts, Florida, Illinois, Texas,
and California, SRP $24.99 per 750ml bottle.
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YELLOW TAIL GOES LIGHT WITH PURE BRIGHT

Yellow Tail is rolling out Pure Bright, a lower-calorie and lower-alcohol
wine. The line features three core varietals – Chardonnay, Pinot Grigio,
and Sauvignon Blanc. The Chardonnay has 85 calories per 5oz with an
ABV of 9.6%; the Pinot Grigio 80 calories per 5oz, with an ABV of 8.5%;
and the Sauvignon Blanc 80 calories per 5oz. at 8.5% ABV. Grapes are
selected for high levels of acid and freshness, fermentable sugars kept
low and yeast selections made to accentuate varietal flavors. Reserve
osmosis reduces the alcohol content. SRP $7 per 750ml.
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THE
FIND
ROSÉ FOR SALMON, OF COURSE!

Champagne Billecart-Salmon
launched the 2008 vintage of BillecartSalmon Cuvée Elisabeth Salmon.
Created in 1988 as a tribute to Elisabeth
Salmon, one of the House’s founders,
it's one of Billecart-Salmon's prestige
cuvées. The cuvée was vinified in small
vats using cold fermentation, and for the
first time, with the integration of wines
vinified in oak. The label has been given
a makeover and will take on a new color.
Available in 750ml (SRP $240) and for
the first time in magnums (SRP $600).

GLENMORANGIE X, TO MIX

THROWBACK ECCO DOMANI

To commemorate Ecco Domani’s
25th anniversary, the Italian
wine brand has partnered with
fashion designer Jeremy Scott
to create a limited-edition Pinot
Grigio label. Scott—who created
his own fashion brand and often
pays tribute to ‘90s pop culture
trends—blended his signature
aesthetic with that of the wine.
The collaboration is the latest in a
series of partnerships with design
luminaries who have used the
iconic bottle as a creative canvas.
The Jeremy Scott label for Ecco
Domani is available at SRP $11.99.

NEW LOOK, NEW CAMPAIGN FOR MILAGRO

Milagro Tequila launched #MilagroMondays, a consumer
campaign that kicked off with a surprise for a few fans of Milagro
who were offered a shot at a getaway to Tulum, Mexico via an
Instagram competition post sharing. The theme: what made
them dread Mondays, with pics accompanied with the tag @
MilagroTequila and hashtags #MilagroMondays #entry. This follows
a new bottle inspired by Mexican architect Luis Barragán, known
for his sleek lines and vibrant
colors (no affiliation with
the brand.) Each bottle is
engraved with a blue agave
plant design and features a
pop of color. Milagro Select
is available in three variants:
Silver (SRP: $39.99),
Reposado (SRP: $44.99),
and Añejo (SRP: $54.99),
with signature colors.
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Scotch maker Glenmorangie has turned its skills
toward cocktails, introducing a new single malt
specially made for mixing: X by Glenmorangie. In
an effort to diversify the category and offer an
approachable expression to new whisky drinkers,
Dr Bill Lumsden, Director of Whisky Creation for
Glenmorangie, worked with bartenders to craft X by
Glenmorangie. Lumsden set out to craft a sweeter style
single malt that lends itself to a series of refreshingly
simple serves needing just 2-4 ingredients. SRP $33.99 per 750ml
bottle, with a break-out label design conveying the new expression’s
casual and drinkable quality.

BAIJU FROM KENTUCKY

Buffalo Trace Distillery has delivered on its experiment with
a baijiu-style spirit aged in new American oak as part of its
Experimental Collection, the 24th since 2006. Distilled like a
whiskey, it's produced with traditional baijiu ingredients sorghum
and peas. After aging 11 years in three separate casks (uncharred,
charred, and toasted white oak), the spirits were married and
bottled at 90 proof. The Experimental Collection examines a
variety of variables: changes in mash bill, types of wood, and
barrel toasts, and is packaged in 375ml bottles, with each label
including information unique to that barrel, SRP $46.99.
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Under 21 is underage
for tobacco.
It’s illegal to sell tobacco products,
including vapes, to people under 21.
Know the Steps to Take.
1. Ask for photo ID from everyone under 30.
2. Check to make sure all customers are at least 21.
3. Refuse to sell tobacco to everyone under 21.
Find store signage and more free resources at
www.NoTobaccoSalesToMinors.com

Assure your customers that the AIR they breathe
and the SURFACES they touch are VIRUS FREE!
Being proactive is having the best offense with the defense Vollara Pros
bring. This 2020 technology should be in every home too from now on.
The ability to see the units in action saying, “we care enough about you
to provide the best”- NASA developed FDA Certified Covid Kill.

Greenmount Station
Hampstead, MD

Patten Rabbitry
Hampstead, MD

McDonogh School -Dorms & Classrooms

Owings Mills, MD

Dr. Lori Andochick,
Dentist
Frederick, MD

2020-2021 Satisfied Customers
Black Forest Restaurant, Fallston l Café Troia Restaurant, Towson
Blaze Pizza, Towson l Clear Spring Liquors, Hagerstown
Greenmount Station, Hampstead
McDonogh School (Dorms and Classrooms) Owings Mills
Todd Harman, Hallaton Geosynthetics Office, Sparks
Dr. Lori Andochick, Dentist Office, Frederick
Dr. Susan Brinkley, Examination Room, Frederick
Bob Burch, Allstate Insurance Office, Carney
Phil Dorsey Law Office, Leonardtown
Jennifer Littleton, Artist Studio/Home, Towson
Waverly Construction, Baltimore
Philadelphia Tavern Bed and Breakfast, Manassas
Scott and Sharon Cook, Home, Spotsylvania
Dr. Jack Gordon, Home, Towson l Tom Carolan, Home, Timonium
Susan Habicht, Home, Timonium l Wanda Calypso, Home, Mount Airy
Tracy LeBarron, Home, Williamsport l Cathy Thompson, Home, Street
Dave and Brandi, Home, Point of Rocks
Dianna Murk Russell, Home, Jarrettsville
David Sieck, Home, Worthington Ridge l David Brinkley, Home, Mount Airy

